
STRATEGY

Goals 

The main pursope of this website is to get people interested about China and Shenzhen and to 
come here to see it themselves. To do that we try to offer information – written and photograps - 
about the city and country. 

Audience

The target group would be adults – men and women - who are interested of traveling and 
seeing new places – not in a group but themselves. The incomes would be quite good to be able 
to travel and they are used to travel themselves. The website gives tips but also shows a bit what 
is ahead of them in a dif ferent culture. 

Brand image

We are not trying to reach only the rich people but the people that would have the money to 
travel but likes to explore the country themselves not in the groups. So the website should be 
informative, easy to follow and read even from a smartphone. 

Problem solving
While the website has to be easy to navigate and it's all about giving information about the city, I 
devided the information to groups. It has to have different languages but the main language is 
english. I designed the 5 pages in InDesign. 

The website contains: 

Header: Where's the city name and navigation bar. 
Navigation: Navigation bar will be all the time on the top. 
Footer: On the footer – down of the page – will be the address of the travel bureau, social media 
links and the most important other links. 

The website consists: 

Front page: The general overall look that the website will offer. You can enter the other pages 
either from the navigation bar in the header or from the links attached to little teasers of the 
other pages. 

Second page: Come – This page is about how you can axcess Shezhen – by boat, airplane, train, 
car, bus etc. And don't forget the visa.  

Thirth page: See and experience – This page offers dif ferent attractions you can enter while 
visiting the city.  

Fourth page: Stay and Enjoy – When you're panning your trip yourself you need to have good 
links to the recommended places to stay and where to eat. This page is for that.  

Fifth page: What's on – While visiting the city you get the most of it when you know what's 
happening in the city at that time. This page has the calender for the events and also some are 
lift up to tell you a bit more  of them. It can offer concerts and excibitions but also nightlife etc. 
Things that interests the target group. 

Sources:

The text of the webpages are taken and modif ied from here: http://wikitravel.org/en/Shenzhen

Copyright of the pictures: Pauliina Viinikanoja

http://wikitravel.org/en/Shenzhen

